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A non-biased quick look the game: Stunning graphics, addictive gameplay and a cool TD style aesthetic. In the near future the
world is consumed by the great crisis. The resources of the planet are to end, the traditions mean nothing anymore. It leads to
many wars, one after another - places where one could live in peace and not worry about the fact that he can be shot
immediately were almost gone. The planet was ruined. Years of endless wars almost destroyed countries which we know today.
More and more powerful armies were created. The first non-governmental army was called The Opposition. Its' views were
clear enough - its main purpose was to create a new society. Without war, without violence, without tyrants. But it was possible
only by complete destruction of the old world and civilization. The remains of the largest contries were forced to create an
organization that could repulse the Opposition. Its name was the Alliance. The Alliance's leaders believed that the Opposition's
actions would lead to complete destruction of the Earth and dissapearance of humanity. They belived that because of such
actions the restoration of civilization in the future would be impossible. The Alliance protected knowledge that was accumulated
by humanity during it's existence. It's leaders considered that the humanity should stop that war. You are the commander of the
Alliance. Your goal is to take control of the bases in the hot spots and to resist the advancing enemy.. So this game will make
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you fun for about an hour then it will probably stop you having fun. Graphics are bad things are constantly repeated if you have
extra money so you can buy an hour of fun. For me 3/10.. Fun-to-play side view strategy game with a story, ideal for short
games of about 10 minutes. You throw up to 12 units (which you have to research first) at you opponent, who throws whatever
he can craft back at you. Plus some bosses.. Not bad game, but the first boss is hilariously impossible to defeat. Slightly
different twist on defense game. Cool graphics (for the style they're going for). Has some interesting depth that requires new
strategies on different levels. Overall pretty good.
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